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climate change with a Plan

to plant a trillion trees.
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year-old Taylor Richardson
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ANDREW (I 992)

Andrew struck Florida,
destroying more than 25,000
homes and killing 26 people

in the U.S. As of press
time, it was the last storm
to strike the country as a

Category 5 hurricane.
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The timeline at right

shows some of the

most destructive storms

to strike the U.S. in the

past 25 years.

rvAN (2004)

lvan hit Florida and Alabama with
a 1 0- to 1 S-foot sform surge, or
rising sea level due to wind and
pressure changes. 25 died, and

2 million lost power, Another
major storm, Charley, had struck

the region earlier that year.
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EARTH SCIENCE: CLIMATE & WEATHER

HURRICANE
STRIKES

Late in August,

Hurricane Harvey

slammed into the coast
of Texas, bringing with

it heavy rains that
caused devastating

flooding. The storm was

the strongest to hit the

state since the 1960s.

Dozens of people died,

and thousands had to

evacuate their homes as

floodwaters rose.

SANDY (20I 2)

Sandy was the largest hur-
ricane on record, at nearly

'1 ,000 miles across. New York
and New Jersey took espe-
cially heavy damage. Streets

and subways in New York City
flooded. 71 people died.

water, so megastorms tend to
dump more rain as global tempera-
tures rise. Scientists predict that
we'll see powerful storms more

often in the future.

As this issue of Science World

went to press, a new storm threat
was emerging: Hurricane lrma

was barreling toward the U.S. as a

Category 5 storm-the strongest
class. Meanwhile recovery efforts
in Harvey's wake will continue for
months to come.

- Hailee Romain

estimated 33 trillion gallons
'-- - of rain, flooding streets like

this one in Houston.

Harvey made landfall at the

town of Rockport, which sustained

significant damage. Houston,

America's fourth most-populous city,

saw record rains. While most storms
keep moving and weaken once

they reach land, Harvey got caught
between other weather systems. lt
Iingered in the same spot for days,

dropping more rain than the area

typically receives in a year. Climate

change likely played a role in the

heavy rainfall: Warmer air holds more

KATRINA (2005}

Katrina came ashore near the
Louisiana-M ississippi border.

It caused more than 1,800
deaths and $108 billion in

damage. Two other intense
hurricanes, Rita and Wilma,

struck the South that season.

rKE (2008)

lke battered Texas,
Louisiana, and

Arkansas particu-
larly hard, killing
28 and knocking

out power for
nearly 3 million.

|RENE (2011)

lrene affected nearly
every state along the
U.S. east coast from

Florida to Maine. More
than 40 died due to
the storm and nearly
6 million lost power.

MATTHEW (20I 6)
Matthew struck the
southeastern U.S.,

causing widespread
flooding that

devastated North
Carolina. 47 people

lost their lives.
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The glare from the sun can make it hard to
read a cell phone's screen. Sunlight reflected off
its surface can be brighter than the light emitted
by the screen itself. A new material that borrows
a trick from moths could make squinting at your
phone a thing of the past.

Tiny structures cover moths' eyes, forming a
mesh-like pattern. These nanostructures prevent

light from reflecting off the insects' eyes at night,

which helps keep them hidden

from predators. Shin-Tson Wu,

a physicist at the University of
Central Florida, recently developed a

thin film with a texture similar to moths'

eyes. When applied to a phone's screen, it

reduced reflected light by 89 percent. "Soon, you

won't need to search for shade just to read your
phone outside," says Wu. -Hailee Romain
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Meet the New
Kilogram

The kilogram is getting a makeover. The metric
measurement for mass is the only standard unit still based on

1 physical object: a metal cylinder kept in France. Now scientists
want to redefine the kilogram using a mathematical constant, c

number that never changes.

The reason: Over time, the cylinder's mass has fluctuated.
Scientists aren't sure why. But the subtle shlft has made "all othe

measurements that are based on it inaccurate," says Ben Stein o

the National lnstitute of Standards and Technology in Maryland.

Scientists have created a sphere of the element silicon (Si)

in a very pure form. lt weighs the same as the original cylinder.
Scientists will calculate the number of atoms-the smallest unit of
an element-in it. They can then define a kilogram using the mass
of that many silicon atoms. This "ensures people can accurately

measure mass from anywhere," says Stein. -Hailee Romai,
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LIFE-SA/ING CODE
Ben Wald, a 16-year-old from England, has

devised a method to help doctors save lives.

Working with his father, who is a cardiologist,

or heart doctor, the teen came up with a way to
alert surgeons to the location of previous heart

surgeries in heart attack victims.

Doctors need to know a patient's medical

history so they can offer the best treatment. But
in emergencies, there's often little time to discuss
these details. Many people with heart problems

have received a heart bypass. During this
procedure, surgeons graft, or transplant, blood
vessels from another part of the body to the heart
to repair or go around damaged tissues.

Ben realized that the wires used to close

a patient's ribs after bypass surgery could be

shaped to form a code. The wires indicate the

location of grafts to future surgeons. His system
won a prize from the Society for Cardiothoracic

Surgery. And it is already in use at a London

hospital. "The challenge now is to make the code
routine," says Ben.

6wtne PorNTs sTRATGHT UP:
lndicates start of code

@wrne PorNTs DowN
AND TO THE PATIENT'S
LEFT: Graft starts from
the subclavian artery,
which supplies blood to
the left arm

Owrne PorNTs
DOWN AND TO
THE PATIENT'S
RIGHT: Graft starts
from the aorta,the
heart's main artery

@wrnE PorNTs
STRAIGHT DOWN:
End of code

',. /1',! /l//,.1t:/.'/ ,/,/t'.. ./ ,

WHEN SECONDS
COUNT: Coded
wires embedded
in patients' chests
give surgeons
critical information
about their
medical history.

-Hailee Romain

FATHER AND SON:
Ben Wald (right)
with his dad, David
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#ANTARCTIC
CRACK-UP

Earlier this year, a trillion-ton iceberg roughly the
area of Delaware broke free from Antarctica. The break
occurred along a growing crack in the Larsen C ice shelf,
a floating sheet of ice that connects to a landmass.

It's unclear whether warming temperatures caused
by climate change played a role in creating the massive
iceberg, says geophysicist Adam Booth of the University of
Leeds in England. lce shelves naturally calve, or split, from

time to time. But distinguishing the

,. effects of climate change from

more vulnerable

to further breaks

after losing so

much ice.

- Cici Zhang

FClniE

AS BIG AS
A STATE

The iceberg had
an area of 2,240

square miles-that's
a bit bigger than
Delaware (1,949
square miles).

F----)

C}IANGING
ICESCAPE

The amount of sea
ice surrounding

Antarctica varies
with the seasons.

BIG BREAKS
The graph below shows several significant ice shelf breaks
recorded in Antarctica. How did this year's Larsen C break
compare with that of the Wilkins ice shelf?

5,000

ICE SHELF (Year)

|t/l V///t'.,7/,/,/t,t/y't 7 /t'l /./',///
SOUFiCE: NATIONAL SNOW & ICE DATA CEN.
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natural calving is trlcky.

Scientists are closely

monitoring the rest

of Larsen C, which

could become
,
,



light in miles per second-and the speed
at which light will travel from the world's
first laser weapon system, designed for
the U.S. Navy to target drones.
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Egg.S.hap.es
Explatned

Why do bird eggs come in so many different shapes? To find
out, a team of scientists analyzed nearly 50,000 eggs from 1,400
species. They looked at each egg's symmetry (how similar the two
ends are) and ellipticity (how oval an object is). They discovered
that the strongest fliers lay the pointiest and most elongated
eggs. Compared with birds that don't fly much, like chickens and
domesticated ducks, the bodies of fast or long-distance fliers are
narrower and more streamlined. "That makes it difficult to lay a
round egg," says Mary Stoppard, a biologist at princeton University
in New Jersey who led the study. -Spenser Mestel
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The graph below compares various egg shapes. How does the,;i ''//,
ellipticity of a common murre egg compare with that of a brown hawk:,./

r00i:

owl? What can you infer about ihe flying abilities of the two birds?

of a new panda-shaped solar power plant

in China-enough to power tens of
thousands of homes.

3 0 i,il'Jl,.l:""",1,"i"T:f 
,,,

electrical scans of an 1,8OO-year-old

temple in Teotihuacan, in Mexico.

1) ,.O running speed, in mites
I E per hour, of Tyrannosaurus rex,

accordlng to a recent analysis.
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SOUHCE: STODDABD il AL./SCIENCE, 2017

Number of

Yangtze giant softshell
turtles, native to China, known
to be remaining on Earth. Scientists
are looking for a fourth, which people

claim to have seen in the wild.
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Bird eggs come,
in a spectacular
variety of colors,
shapeo, and
sizes, depending
on the specios.
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A teen battles climate change with a plan
to plant a trillion trees around the globe

8 ocroeeR g. eorz VISIT SCHOLASTIC.COM/SCIENCEWORLD TO: Watch a video @Oowntoaa skills sheets @ leveled telt



ESSENTIAL QUESTI0N: What actions can individuals
take to help protect the environment?

t fB $ hen Felix Finkbeiner was

t # [ # in fourth grade, his reacher

q f h d assignedasimpleclassproject:

B S t # Research climate change and
M $C give apresentation. The 9-year-

old student from Germany focused on trees'
role in protecting the planet. He concluded his
presentation by challenging classmates to plant
1 million trees in their country.

Felix led the charge by planting a crab apple
tree at his school n 2007. Other schools .ioined
in to see which could plant the most trees. They
set up a website to track their tree tally. German
newspapers covered their progress. By 2008,
Felix's idea had blossomed into a global move-
ment, called Plant for the Planet.

Plant for the Plarlet organizes kids to plant
trees in countries all over the world-a small
step that could help in a big way. "Anyone
anywhere can plant a tree," says Felix. ,,It,s a
beautifully simple and positive action."

So far, volunteers with the group have
planted 14.2 billion trees worldwide. Now 19,

Felix has set a mind-boggling new goal: plant
1 trillion trees-about 150 for every person on
the planet-to flght climate change.

For the past hundred years, Earth's average
temperature has been steadily increasing.
Scientists have found that human actions are
driving the planet's climate to change. Buming
fossil fuels-such as coal, oil, and gas-for
energy releases greenhouse gases,like carbon
dioxide. These gases build up in Earth s atmo-
sphere and form an invisible blanket around the
planet, trapping heat from the sun.

Earth's rising temperatures can lead to heat
waves and droughts. It can also cause ice caps
and glaciers to melt. Meltwater flows into the

Continued on the nert paqe -)
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SPEAKING OUT:
Felix, 13, addresses
the United Nations
in 201 1.
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ocean, raising sea levels and increasing coastal

flooding. To slow climate change, people must

reduce production of greenhouse gases or find
a way to remove them from the atmosphere.

Thal's where trees come in.

While researching climate change for his

fourth-grade assignment, Felix came across

the work of Kenyan environmentalist Wangari

Maathai. She led a successful campaign to plant

30 million trees in parts of Africa that had been

stripped of their forests.

Felix also leamed that trees absorb carbon

dioxide from the air and store it in their tissues

The map below shows the density of trees in each country,

measured in trees per square kilometer. What are some factors that

might affect the density of trees in a particular country?

,, I
NORTH EUROPE'

AMERTCA AS;A

AFRICA

(see Sooki,ng Up Carbon, p. 9). Tfees use

sunlight to convert carbon dioxide and water

into sugar and oxygen. Through this process,

calledphotosynthesi,s, they make their own food.

Forests all over the world have been

shrinking rapidly as people cut down trees

for lumber or to make room for buildings or
farmland. Inspired by Maathai, Felix decided to
rally kids to restore their countries'forests and

help protect the planet.

In 2008, Felix was elected to the junior board

of the United Nations (U.N.) Environment

Programme. At a conference in South Korea,

he explained his proposal to kids from around

the world. When he finished, 500 students from
58 countries had pledged to get a million trees
planted in their home countries.

In 2010, Germany became the first nation

to reach the l-million-tree mark. The following
year, Felix addressed the U.N. in New York

City. He explained that many adults don't take

climate change seriously enough because its
worst consequences won't happen in their
lifetimes. "For us children, it's a question of
su-rvival," he told global leaders. "We cannot

trust that adults alone will save our future. We

have to take our future in our own hands."

Felix's speech impressed U.N. leaders so

much that they put Plant for the Planet in
charge of the U.N.'s own tree-planting campaign,

which had a goal of 1 billion trees.

SOUTH
AMERICA

10 ocroerR s, zorz
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Trees per square kilometer
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The new goal was a big one. But would a
billion trees be enough to make a difference
in slowing climate change? To find out, Felix's
organization needed to lorow how the number
of trees on Earth changes over time.

Ecologist Tom Crowther, who was then
based at YaIe University in Corurecticut, and a
group of colleagues decided to help Plant for
the Planet get some answers. "We thought this
would be a quick project," says Crowther. "But
then we looked and realized that nobody had
addressed these questions reliably."

Crowther's team gathered data from studies
in which people on the ground had counted

trees one by one on more than 400,000 plots of
land around the world, covering a total area of
4,300 square kilometers (1,660 square miles).
They paired that data with satellite images to
get detailed global estimates oftree density (see

The World's Trees, 7t. 10). They determined that
the planet has 3 trillion trees, and the number is
dropping by 10 billion per yeax. At that rate, the
world's forests will disappear in 300 years.

Crowther dreaded delivering the news to
Plant for the Planet. "I thought it was going
to be horrible, saying, 'I hate to tell you, but
a billion trees isn't going to do anything,"'he
says. It turns out he shorildn't have worried.
"They said, 'Fantastic, finally we have reliable
numbers to use to scale up our efforts.' The way
they took the information and ran with it was
inspirational, " says Crowther.

Felix and his collaborators decided that

number might soak up roughly a quarter
of all the carbon dioxide ernitted each

* year. Crowther is now working on
precise measurements of how much
carbon trees can store so that the
project can make sure their latest
goal is on taxget.

"Tlees alone can't solve the
climate crisis," says Felix, "but they
can buy us more time. The more we

make use of their abilities, the better
off we'll be." .ffi 

-Jenni,fer 
Barone

fu slowing climate change would require not

ffi 1 billion new trees but 1 trillion. That
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A teen uses her love of soccer to create a

ESSENTIAL
QUESTION:

Where do you
think inventors

get the
inspiration for

their ideas?

tool to help people recover from injuries

melia Day has been playing soccer
since she was 4 years old. So when

a teacher assigned a project asking

students to develop a solution to a
real-world problem, Amelia imme-

diately knew what to focus on. She wanted

to use her love of soccer to help others. The

1S-year-old from Washington state came up

with the idea for a soccer training tool, called

the Press-Sure Soccer Ball.

Like many soccer players, Amelia often

struggled with accurately kicking the ball.

"When you kick a ball incorrectly hundreds

of times, you never really improve," she says.

Her solution was to create a hightech ball that
lets people know when they've
properly landed a kick.

Amelia soon realized that
her invention could aid more

than just aspiring athletes.

It could also help people

undergoing physical therapy

to restore balance and muscle

control after an injury. Amelia's

idea landed her a place as a

finalist at the 2016 Discovery

Education 3M Young Scientist

Challenge.

pole via a springy rubber

tether (see Finding the

Sweet Spot, right). The

outside of the ball is

marked with a square

green target.

lf you kick the target :

you activate a pressure

sensor inside the ball.

That sensor sends an

electrical signal through

wires in the tether. A small

computer detects the signal

and triggers a beeping sound.

The beep lets you know that your

kick was a success.

HELPING PEOPLE HEAL
Amelia believes the real benefit of her

invention could be as a therapy tool for people

with physical disabilities, like those caused by

a stroke. A stroke occurs when blood flow to

the brain is cut off, damaging nerve pathways

like those that control movement. The act of
kicking the Press-Sure Soccer Ball could help

rebuild those connections. The physical and

sensory stimulation provided by kicking the

ball and hearing the beeps can help rewire

the brain and build new nerve pathways. Plus,

says Amelia, it's more fun than typical
physical therapy. # -Jennifer Marino Waltert

SOCCER SCIENCE:
Amelia shows off her
Press-Sure Soccer Ball.
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, How could you turn a hobby
or pastime you love into an
invention to help others?

FINDING THE

Here's how Amelia designed her
Press-Sure Soccer Ball to ensure
that a person lands a proper kick.
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F o u rtee n -year- o I d Tayl o r R i c h ard so n
dreams of becoming one of the first

peo1le to set foot on Mars



ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and math important in the
modern world?

aylor Richardson may be only in
eighth grade, but she already has a
long-term mission: She wants to be
one of the first people to visit Mars.

NASA plans to send
astronauts to the Red Planet
sometime in the 2030s. That means
it could be the kids of today who
will be making the historic trip in
the future.

Getting space explorers safely
to Mars will be no easy feat.
Becoming an astronaut takes years
of education and training (see The

Right Stuff.t, Nght). But that hasn't
deterred Taylor. The l4-year-old,
who lives in Jacksonville, Florida,
has had her sights set on space since
she was 5.

"I read the autobiography by
my idol Mae Jemison-the first
African-American woman in space,"
says Taylor. "She lookedjust like
me! I felt so inspired by what she
had achieved." Jemison wrote about
how studying science, technology,
engineering, and math helped her
overcome many of the odds she
faced. Together, these flelds are
lcrown as STEM.

Taylor saw herself in Jemison's
story and has been following in her
hero's footsteps ever since. She,

too. has discovered apassion for
all dnngs STEM. Taylor is active in
her community, sharing her love of
space and science with others-
parficu-larly young women of color
Iike herself. She hopes to motivate
them to also shoot for the stars.

EMPOWERED BY STEM
Taylor may be young, but she,s

aJready faced her own share of
obstacles. She has been diagnosed
with attmtion d,eficit hyperacti,uity
d,isord,er (ADHD). The condition
sometimes makes it difficult for her
to concentrate. But she refuses to

THE RIGHT STUFF?
Brandi Dean, a spokesperson
for NASAs Johnson Space
Center, told us what it takes

to become an astronaut.

let that hold her back. She decided ADHD would
instead stand for "Abundantly Different and
Happily Divine." Taylor also had a tough time
with bullying when she was little. "Older kids at
school teased me for liking science-they called
me a nerd and a geek, and I was discriminated
against for being African-Ameican," she says.

The more Taylor explored
STEM, though, the more conJident
she became. When she was g, she

decided to attend Space Camp at
the U.S. Space & Rocket Center in
Huntsville, Alabama. There, kids
train like real astronauts using
simulators-training machines that
imitate conditions in space. One,
for example, gives the sensation of
moving around in low gravity-like
that found on the moon. Camp
attendees also participate in
missions aboard mock spacecraft,
including one that resembles the
International Space Station (ISS).

"All ofthese exercises teach
students that astronauts can't be
successful without working as a
team," says Pat Ammons, a Space

Camp spokesperson.

The program also focuses on
future missions to Mars (see Li,uing
on Mars, p.16). One of Taylor's
camp projects was to design a
model of a Martian colony based on
what astronauts might need while
lMng on the Red Planet. It could
take astronauts up to nine months
to reach Mars. They'll need enough
food, water, and air to survive the
trip. Once astronauts land, they'll
need to survive the planet's inhos-
pitable environment. Mars has little
water and no breathable air.

GIViNG EACK
Taylor loved Space Camp, but

it bothered her that she was the
only African-American girl in her
class. She wanted to help other girls
of color discover a love of STEM.
When she returned home, she held a
book drive to collect STEM-themed

Conti,nued, on the nert Ttage -)
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books for schools with students from low-

income families. The idea grew into a program

called "Take Flight with a Book," which has

already distributed more than 5,000 books'

People began to take notice of Taylor's

enthusiasm and commitment to helping others'

In 2016, she received an invitation from the

White House to attend the United State of

Women Summit. The event celebrated the

achievements of women and girls' Later that

year, she was invited back to the White House

for an early screening of the movie Hidden

WATER .

On the lSS,;

FOOD
Fresh fruits and

vegetables wouldn't
survive the triP to Mars.

NASA is researching
farming in sPace. Just

recently, lettuce was
successfullY grown

':
AIR

. Machines will
.'' i 'extract carbon:r
dioxide (COd from
the atmosphere to

ffi4 - habitats, and sPacesuits ffi: - that can shield them from it'

SUPPLIES
It will probably take
about nine months

to get to Mars.

and rovers will
likely be sent on a

of astronauts.

16 ocroerR g. aotz
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Fi,gures.It tells the story of a group of female
African-American mathematicians whose calcu_
lations helped send the first U.S. astronauts to
space. (Read more about Hidden Frgures i,n the
1/16/17 issue of Sci,ence Wortd,.)

Inspired by the movie, Taylor started
an online campaign (through the website
GoFundMe.com) that sent more than 1,000 girls
in the local Jacksonville area to see the movie.
Her efforts went viral and sparked similar
campaigns in more than72 cities around the
country raising more than $120,0001 With money
left over from her campaign, Taylor set up a
scholarship to send another girl from a low-
income family to Space Camp this past sufiuner.

A FUTTJRE tftt SPACE?
Taylor plans to continue her charitable

efforts while learning everything she can about
space. In college, she wants to mqjor in a STEM
field, like physics or engineering_a requirement
to apply for NASAs astronaut program. And
since it's important for astronauts to be physi_
cally fit, Taylor competes on her school,s track
team. She's also currently studying Mandarin
Chinese and Spanish. Leaming different
languages is an important skill for asfuonauts
too. That's because they need to communicate
with astronauts from all over the world while
working aboard the ISS.

Even with all her studying and experiences,
Taylor says it will be a long shot for her to make

it to space. Only 107 people have ever visited the
ISS, and just 12 have gone as far as the moon.
But Taylor's astronaut idols continue to inspire
her to achieve her goals-no matter how lofty.

Last May, Taylor,s mom heard that Mae
Jemison would be speaking at Clark Atlanta
University in Georgia. She contacted Jemison
and set up a surprise meeting so Taylor could
finally come face-to-face with her hero. ,,When I
met her, she told me to always dream big, follow
my dreams, and bring more women to the STEM

s
CORE

QUESTION

What goals
do you have?
How migtrt
you start
preparing now
foryour carcer
in adulthood?table," says Taylor. #

-And,rew Klein

MARS. . . HERE WE COME

-

L?*:i'J;l:li"::y:tlilTlgl"lrins or soins to r*41'.s. Each vear,there are hundreds of kias whoiak; ffiift;;''iHpT;d'ilIi3 
"someday travel to the Red planet. A i.,"* Oo"lrr"nLry on Netflix calledT.he Mars Generation forows some of these kids- ihe firm derves intothe chattenges astronauts of the futursw-iil f;;;;'i;rr"t to Mars andwhat it might be like to live there.
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7,,^,".rrrrquuvJvu\7a Thattype ofscenario bothered
'/,
74. Taylor Rosenthal, a 16-year-old from How did you come up with
'/, NuAr u. He wanted to make first-aid the idea for RecMed?

/ stpplies readily available in locations My original idea was a
/f, wnere people might get hurt. Taylor pop-up shop at sporting

'y' came up with an invention: a vending .,.:,:.+;,. events that would sell
/,/ machine that dispenses first-aid kits, -:j,ff,, customized first-aid kits for'y' 

calledRecMed. Each machine has minor medical problems,
7/, bandages, antibiotic ointments, and I like nosebleeds, sunburns,
"//'/, arfiisepticwipes-everythingyou'd I orscraped knees. lquickly

f needto treat a minor i4jury. realized that paying a

', Taylor worked on the concept for
'2- ,n --^-^--- rr^ +L^*. Et^a ^ ^-t^+

i,

I

,/
Teen inventor Taylor
Rosenthal created

,/
a vending machine
that makes it easy to
treat minor injuries

:, on the oov

, Picture this: You and your friends

'/1 are playrng basketball at the park.
' 

As you take a jump shot, You collide

/ with another player and tand hard,

' scraping your loee. You realize you

, don t have any first-aid supplies on

/ n^oa.Whal. do you do?

f t0 months. He then filed. a palent

'/ ror RecMed and was granted the

f exclusive rights to his invention (see
'y' patentrng an Inuention. poge 19).

7 fayrcrworked with local investors to

l, wraRecMed's development and now
77 }ras his own company. Science World

f sOoUe with Taylor to find out just
'/.2 what it takes to become an
'f. 

"nt "pr"n"ur.7t/t ,//,t//,/t '///t | ) .///t '

person to staff the shop

wouldn't be cost effective,

so I changed my focus to a

vending machine concept.

How did you develop your

idea into a working design?

I partnered with a

mechanical engineer to

develop a prototype, or

preliminary model. I told

the engineer exactly what

lwanted the machine

to be able to do and

how I wanted it to look.

Together, we figured out

what moving parts and

computer software the

machine would need.

I hope to begin testing

a working model by

January of 2018.

18 ocroeeR s. aotz



PATENTING AN INVENTION

}?:!::.W"rl! spoke with the U.S. patent and Trademark Office(uDr ru, ro TtnO out the steps needed to patent an invention./'/.:'..':/i';/..r / r'...: /./'/j,/,:. ,/:. ./ /:/'./..,r,;lr.;,..:;,,r:,. )..;,.;tr1,:: , .: .,: t:.)'r-,';:'.' . , r,

:.';. O nenttty a problem that your ,,nu"rion'*'uiu""'
1., that you want to solve. work to solve a problem.
.l'; lnvent something

! completety ne*-or G) naate a prototype

.',; improve a product that to prove that your

', already exists. invention works and that
it can be reproduced.

, Gl You can't patent an ldentify any problems
,, idea. You must prove with the prototype and

improve them during
this step.

@ Rppty for a patent
with the USPTO.

A patent prevents

others from making or
selling your invention.

7:
2

on a new multipurpose
design that can dispense
differently sized items. lt
can sell everything from
office supplies to snacks,
not just first-aid kits.

Are you working on any
other inventions?
Yes, l'm also working on
a medication dispenser,
called RX Pill Machine,
that a person can use at
home. lt's programmed

to notify a person that it,s
time to take medication
and to distribute the
proper dosage. lt can also
send reminders to family
members or caregivers.
I have a working prototype
built and have begun the
patent process.

Do you have any advice
foryoung inventors?
lf you have an idea or a
dream, pursue it. Don,t just

take no for an answer. lf
you don't know how to turn
your idea into a reality, find
someone who can help
you take your plans to the
next level. Don't be afraid

that you're too young or
that your idea might not
be good enough to be a
success-you'll never know
untilyou tryt ffi

-Jeanette Ferrara

HERE TO HELP: RecMed
could someday be found
in places where minor
injuries are common.

TEEN INVENTOB: Taylor
Rosenthal invented a
machine that dispenses
first-aid supplies.

What are your plans
for RecMed?

We want to place machines
at athletic fields and indoor
sports complexes, but
also in high-traffic areas,
like airports and theme
parks, where people may
get injured and need fast,
easy access to first aid.
Customers can buy kits for
specific injuries or choose
to customize their own
kits by selecting different
supplies.

Right now,

there are

several proto-
types of the

machine. We

also recently

filed a patent
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ESSENTIAL QUEST|ON: What problems afiect the
people in your community? How would you go about
finding solutions to these issues?

ffi fewyears ago, South Africa began

# ft experiencing its worsl drought in

d \ SO re*s. The lack of frequent rainfa[

S*tU devastaled crop production. And
P B as the food supply withered, most
people began to lose hope. Luckily, 17_year_old
Kiara Nirghin isn't like most people.

Instead of being disheartenecl by the
problem, the South African teen turned her
attention to flnding a solution. Kiara began
studying the causes and effects of drought to
see how she could help. "If you don,t understand
the problem fully, you won,t understand whether
or not your solution is effective,,, she says.

While researching, Kiara came across a class
ofsuper-absorbent materials. They are used in
products like diapers to soak up liquid. The teen
wondered if these substances could help soil
retain the moisture from the little rain that fell.
Then crops would have access to water even irr
dry conditions. Since most of these substances
aren't good for the environment, Kiara devel_
oped her own nontoxic version made from a
simple ingredient-orange peel.

ffiRY}Nffi UP
South Africa is located at the southern tip of

Africa. Weather across the area is typically hot
and dry. But there is usually enough annual rain_
fall to grow corn, wheat, and other crops. The
recent drought, however, has caused a decline
in the production of these important foods
(see Widespread Drought, Nght).In Z}Lb, for
example, corn production dropped by almost 30
percent compared with the previous year. Wheat
production was down nearly 20 percent.

Kiara watched this trend and worried for
her community. When crops fail, food becomes
more expensive. In South Africa, 20 percent of
the population already lives in extreme poverty.
Famine-the widespread scarcity of food-can

quickly lead to starvation.
Kiara started thinking of a scientific
way to tackle the issue. ,,There,s not

much science can do to improve
. rainfall," she says. ,,So I started

looking at the research and
found that even drought_stricken

I.i a.reas receive some rain_it just

doesn't fall regularly." She wondered if there
was a way to capture those precious drops of
water and store them in the soil. That way, the
water could be released slowly over time to
nourish crops even during the driest times.

WATER $AVER
Kiara's curiosity led her to research swer_

absorbent polgmers. The powder form of these
Conti,nuecl on the ne!f,t page )

WIDESPREAD
DROUGHT

This map shows which areas in
southern Africa were hardest hit by a
recent drought. Where mighi Kiara,s
invention have been of most use?
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SCIENCE
PRO: Kiara
explains
the science
behind her
invention.
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GRAND-PRIZE
WINNER: Kiara
(/efi) and Shree
Bose, a previous
Google Science
Fair winne( after
the 2016 award
ceremony.

s
CORE

QUESTION

Why do you
think Kiara
chose the
experiments
she did to
test the
effectiveness
of her orange-
peel mixtures
against
drought?

chemicals can absorb hundreds of times their

own weight in liquid. They do so by forming

chemical bonds with water molecules.

A super-absorbent polymer, or SAP, spread

in soil could theoretically absorb and hold

rainwater for plants to use during periods of
drought. Unfortunately, most SAPs axe expen-

sive and made with chemicals that are toxic to

plants and animals. Kiara needed something that

was cheap and safe to use. "It turns out you can

find these kinds of molecules in a lot of natural

sources," she says. "The most abundant option

was something that I found in orange peel."

Orange peels contain pectin, a gelling agent

often used to make jam. The peels also contain

polEsaccharides, atstpe of sugar molecule found

in many SAPs. Kiara hypothesized that she

could use these substances as the basis for a

cheap and effective SAP. And it would also be

biodegradable, or able to naturally break

down without harming the environment.

KITCHEN LABORATORY
Kiara made three orange-peel-based

mixtures and tested their absorbing

power against that of three common

SAPs. She performed three exPeri-

ments. The first tested water absorption.

The second examined the ability of the

substances to maintain soil moisture over a

three-week period. And the last looked at how

well the materials helped an actual plarrt suwive

in drought conditions.

A homemade mixture of orange Peel,

avocado skin, and lemon juice came out on

top. It beat Kiara's other mixtures, as well as

commonly used commercial SAPs (see Put to
the Test, bottom left).

"It's a very impressive result," says Vincent

Remcho, a materials science professor at

Oregon State University. He previously worked

with a company developing its own biodegrad-

able SAP for agricultural use. That company

rsed Li,gni.n, a molecule found in the supporting

tissues ofplants. It is also a by-product left over

from making paper and wood PulP.

"Her choice of the orange peel was spot-

on," says Remcho. "So many industries have

by-products that they'd love to use for some-

thing else. She really thought this through."

T&K{fldffi ${trMffi TI-48 PRIXH

Remcho isn't the only one impressed with
Kiara's results. Last year, Kiara submitted her

project to the Google Science Faiq a global

science competition for kids ages 13 to 18. She

was invited to present her findings at Google's

headquarters in Mountain View, Califomia, along

with other teenage scientists from around the

world. The contest's judges awarded Kiara's

project the grand prize, which included a

$50,000 scholarship. She hopes to use that

money to attend college in the U.S. next yeax.

Kiara's achievements may be extraordinary,

but she says that anyone can do what she's

done. All you need to do is believe in yourself,

stay curious, and keep experimenting. "It's never

too early to start doing science," says Kiara'

"Even if you're young, you still have the ability

to create something world-changing." ffi

-Jacob 
Batchelor

The data below shows how the absorbing power of Kiara's

orange-peel-based concoctions compared with some other SAPs.

PUT TO THE TEST
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Orange Orange Orange
peel peel peel

mixture powder solution
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:: ,, r hen it comes to making

, ,,' ,, : clouds in the Arctic,

, i r there'sasurprisingkey

Researchers believe that bird guano,
or droppings, may help clouds form
and may even cool the North pole.

Every summer, tens of millions
of birds travel long distances to the
Arctic. "It's quite the migration,,,
says Greg Wentworth, a scientist
who works at Alberta Environment
and Parks in Canada. Arctic terns,
puffins (pi,ctured,), and other
seabirds fly north to lay eggs and
eat fish in the Arctic waters. After

filling their bellies, they procluce
a whole lot of poopl

Bird guano is loaded vrrth uNc
acid-waste created as animals
break down food. Bacteria in poop
turn nitrogen (N) in the uric acid
into ammonio, gas that,s released
inlo lhe atmosphere. Ammonia
reacts with water vapor and other
compounds to fom small particles
called condensation nuclei. Water
vapor then condenses on these
particles, forming liquid droplets.
A lot ofthese droplets form clouds.

The white clouds reflect sunlight
away from Earth. That causes a

slight cooling effect in the
atmosphere. "If you took away all
of the birds tomorrow, the Arctic
would be warmer," says Wentworth.

Like the rest ofthe planet, the
Arctic has been experiencing hotter
weather caused by climate change.
Scientists are racing to under-
stand how this change wil affect
ecosystems and weather around the
world. Though the birds, contribu_
tion is small, what comes out of
their bottoms is helping to prevent a
rapidly warming Arctic from experi_
encing an even or*,!f;#i#.r,""
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TEST YOUR SCIENCE SMARTS
Play our science trivia game online! Just click
this button in the digital edition and select
whether you'd like questions from this issue only
or from our archive.

VISIT SCHOLASTIC.COM/SCIENCEWORLD TO: ''' Play Sci-Triv

ln "First-Aid Dispenser" (p.18), you read
about a machine that dispenses medical
supplies. What other items might people

need quick access to? Use this design
process to plan your own machine.

#Hf:t8{il Th4il PfitrffiLHffi wnere misht a

specialty vending machine be helpful? What items

would it dispense? How would it work? Who would the

customers be? Write a detailed description of your idea.

lnclude information about the criteria and constraints

you'd need to consider for your design to be successful.

'::, mRA$flq$TffRfq $ffiLAJTIffiNS trinx about how
:'r'' 

you could turn your idea from step 1 into a reality.

Come up with several different design solutions for your

vending machine. Write out step-by-step plans, draw

diagrams, or make models for each design to h€lP 
1,. ,:r:,, ". :*,-;i&

you envision how your machine would be used. rr," a;q sookti#

CHECK US OUT ONLINE.E
-@?9"!9!3:1!9I91:.!l99Iel3."li9I.9"?-"!el:
ffi Scienceworld@scholastic.com

P**Aru ET'{M {MFffitrVH [T
' Pick your best solution from

step 2. Use it to create a blueprint for

your vending machine. Pair up with a

classmate and discuss your designs.

Offer each other ideas on design features

that might need to be tweaked or added.

::.:: *r.}YflMENffi Y*iiffi ffiffi$*ffiru

Based on the feedback you

received in step 3, make adjustments to

your original plans. Keep going back to

the drawing board until you're satisfied.

Then enter our contest (ngthf).
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